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Abstract 

Information regarding electric vehicles is not always clearly and accurately portrayed to the 

general public. This paper provides a holistic view of the worldwide vehicle market, focussing 

on the current and future capabilities of vehicles powered by different fuel sources. The types 

of vehicles chosen for case studies in this paper are: Internal Combustion Engine (ICE), 

Hydrogen Fuel Cell (HFC), and Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs).  Factors considered include 

energy storage density, efficiency, upfront and running costs and scope for improvement in 

each of the vehicle technologies. The primary purpose of this paper is to inform the reader of 

the progress made with alternatively fuelled vehicles, what improvements will need to be made 

in order to make them more like-for-like replacements for ICE vehicles, and the implications 

an increased market share of each type may have on national and local infrastructure.  

The major findings from this paper show that BEVs are a more practicable solution than HFC 

vehicles for replacing ICE vehicles. BEV sales are increasing rapidly due to falling battery 

costs, with future sales increases likely to be driven by lower cost and higher energy density 

batteries. Improvements in battery technology are likely to be limited to Li-ion in the short 

term, with metal-air batteries offering potentially higher energy densities at a lower cost, but 

technical difficulties are preventing current use. In order to be equivalent to ICE vehicles, 

BEVs require increased range and faster charging times, which are both achievable without the 

need for battery swapping.  
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1. Introduction 

Alternative vehicles, those not powered by internal combustion engines, have become more 

common in recent times. In 2016, almost 800,000 electric vehicles were sold worldwide, for a 

market share of 1% [1] [2]. Consumers purchasing alternative vehicles may have a range of 

motivations including the desire to be environmentally friendly, fear of high petrol prices or a 

desire to try a different type of driving experience [3]. Sales of electric vehicles are projected 

to continue increasing, reaching 35% of all sales by 2040 [4]. In New Zealand, the Government 

has set a target of 64,000 registered electric vehicles on our roads by 2021 [5]. Of the alternative 

vehicles, sales of Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs) and plug in Hybrid Electric Vehicles 

(PHEVs) have increased by a factor of 2-3 year on year in New Zealand, with around twice as 

many BEVs sold as PHEVs [6, 7]. Hydrogen Fuel Cell (HFC) vehicles are in production, but 

few are made and are only sold where specific refuelling infrastructure is in place [8, 9].  

The purpose of this paper is to compare the utility of petrol powered ICE vehicles with BEVs 

and HFC vehicles. Electric motor based vehicles were considered because there are production 

models of both BEVs and HFCs available, whereas combustion style hydrogen vehicles are 

not. Petrol vehicles considered as models such as the Toyota Corolla and Nissan Sunny are 

equivalent to the most common BEV, the Nissan leaf. However, it is recognised that diesel ICE 

vehicles may provide better economics. This paper will aid the reader to understand HFC 

vehicles, their relative range, and the infrastructure required to enable them. It begins by 

discussing the relative energy densities of energy storage for each type of vehicle, followed by 

a discussion on the relative range densities of the vehicles. It then puts this in terms of effective 

distance each vehicle can travel on a full charge or tank, comparing each vehicle type.  

Whilst New Zealand car owners travel on average around 35-52 km a day, long distance travel 

is required for a few days in the year, such as holidays [10]. BEV owners can currently deal 

with this by owning both a BEV and an ICE vehicle. However, there is an added cost with this 

(an extra vehicle and its associated on road costs), which presents a barrier to considering a 

BEV. To understand whether current BEV vehicles could meet the needs of travellers on their 

own, assuming substantial charging infrastructure, this paper addresses this from the point of 

view of stop time required for each vehicle type. This is followed by a discussion on ways in 

which longer distance travel might be facilitated with BEVs. Finally, the paper addresses 

infrastructure required for hydrogen powered vehicles. 
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2. Energy Storage 

To understand some of the reasons for these market phenomena, it is useful to consider the 

stored energy density that supplies each vehicle type considered, depicted in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1: Energy density of different fuels: a) Estimated density of energy stored in Li-ion batteries + 

[11], Compressed hydrogen at 700 bar × [12] and petrol ♦ [13]. b) Estimated distance travelled in 

vehicles relative to the size of energy storage system, Li-ion batteries +, Compressed hydrogen × and 

petrol ♦. Log scale on all axes. 

The energy density of petrol is clearly greater than that of both compressed hydrogen and Li-

ion batteries. The energy density of Li-ion batteries varies based on a number of factors, thus 

the value in Figure 1 is considered indicative and includes the battery cells and battery pack 

materials which are needed for safety and cooling [14] [11]. In the case of the hydrogen this 

energy density refers to 5.6 kg of hydrogen, compressed at 700 bar, stored in pressure cylinders 

[12]. The volumetric and gravimetric energy density of petrol was calculated assuming a fuel 

tank mass of 10 kg and is much greater than that of Li-ion batteries, by factors of 26 and 72 

respectively. By contrast, hydrogen stored at 700 bar has a five times higher volumetric and 

gravimetric energy density than Li-ion batteries.  

Higher stored energy density enables cars to have longer range without increasing the mass or 

size of the cars. This is the primary advantage ICE vehicles have over the alternative options; 

the high energy density provides them with the ability to travel long distances without stopping, 

for instance a 2017 Toyota Corolla CVT L can travel 676 km with a tank volume of 50 L [2]. 

While energy density contributes significantly to the range of a vehicle and hence how 

appealing it is to the customer, other factors must be considered, in particular energy efficiency.  

In a BEV with a DC permanent magnet motor, 89% of the energy drawn from the battery will 

be converted into useful energy by the motor and transmission [15]. For a hydrogen vehicle, 

the electricity to power the motor must first be produced by reacting the stored hydrogen with 

oxygen, which is provided through an air inlet, this process has an efficiency of around 50% 

[16].1 Other factors such as regenerative braking and different vehicle designs influence the 

overall efficiency of the vehicle [17].  

                                                 

1 When hydrogen is converted in a fuel cell, water is produced but no CO2 formed, the oxidation of the hydrogen 

produces electrons that travel through an external circuit and are used to power an electric motor.   
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Using the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) range estimates for typical vehicles [18], 

allows for the vehicle range to be related to storage system size, shown in Figure 1b. This is 

essentially scaling the results shown in Figure 1a, by each vehicle’s respective efficiency. It 

can be seen that BEVs have lower range density than both HFC and ICE vehicles, however the 

difference is significantly less than on a total energy stored basis (Figure 1a) due to the higher 

efficiency of BEVs. After taking vehicle efficiencies into account, the range density of an ICE 

is approximately seven times greater on a volumetric basis and 18 times on a gravimetric basis. 

For HFC vehicles the range density is almost three times greater than for BEVs.  

2.1 Possible Future Battery Development 

In order to improve the competitiveness of electric vehicles for long distance travel, the energy 

and range density of BEVs will need to increase significantly. For a battery to have the 

equivalent range density as petrol, it must store 2,500 Wh/kg. This will require the development 

new battery types, as the maximum theoretical energy density of Li-ion batteries is below 400 

Wh/kg [19]. Substituting the graphite anodes with silicon increases the theoretical energy 

density by approximately 50%, however the volume occupied by silicon anode changes with 

charge state, presenting a challenge that must be solved in order to develop a useful battery 

[20]. Beyond Li-ion batteries, promising technologies include Li-Sulfur and metal-air batteries, 

as they have higher theoretical energy density. The biggest challenge facing the development 

of metal-air batteries is the difficulty of cycling and recharging [21]. If these problems can be 

overcome the rewards will be great as evidenced by the significantly higher energy densities 

achievable, shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: The highest recorded values may not be scalable due to practical challenges of manufacturing 

on a large scale. Values obtained from [19, 22-24]. 

The information shown in Figure 2 is significant, as it shows that Li-Air batteries can have far 

higher energy densities than commercially available Li-ion batteries today. Hence it could be 

concluded that these hold promise for the future of BEVs to meet the long trip requirements, 

but not necessarily the charge time requirements [21]. Batteries with an energy density of 2500 

Wh/kg, deemed practically achievable for Li-Air, have the equivalent range density of petrol.   
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3. Comparison of Vehicles by Powertrain Type 

As BEVs are sold in greater numbers than HFC vehicles, it is clear that the density of stored 

energy and the efficiency of the vehicle are not the sole determining factors of car sales. Pricing, 

availability, access to refuelling/recharging (including whether infrastructure already exists for 

this, as it does in the case of electricity) and running costs all play a part in the purchasing 

decisions of consumers and distributors of the vehicle technology [3]. Comparing key technical 

details for cars of each type of power supply is useful to understand the relative advantages and 

disadvantages, indicating why the popularity of each type varies. Table 1 compares three 

roughly equivalent vehicles. In Table 1 a Toyota Corolla is chosen to represent ICE vehicles, 

the Toyota Mirai to represent the HFC vehicles and the Nissan Leaf to represent BEVs.  

    

Table 1: Important metrics of commercially available vehicles, comparing the performance based on 

the powertrain type.2  

It is clear that the Toyota Corolla has the greatest range, due to the high energy density of 

petrol, despite the poor efficiency of an ICE vehicle. The Toyota Corolla is also the cheapest 

vehicle due to the absence of a large Li-ion battery or expensive fuel cell, and economies of 

scale in production. The Nissan Leaf is more competitively priced and cheaper to run than the 

Toyota Mirai, however the shorter range and significantly higher time required to recharge may 

not be suitable to many potential buyers, as range and charge time are the biggest barriers to 

EV adoption after purchase price [3].  

The Toyota Mirai has a competitive range and can be refilled quickly, but is the most expensive 

vehicle, due to the early stages of its development and the use of platinum in the fuel cell [25]. 

The BEV with the greatest total range currently available is the Tesla 100D, capable of 

travelling 539 km (EPA estimate). While this range is comparable to the range of ICE vehicles, 

the Tesla 100D is targeted at a more premium market, and therefore has a higher upfront cost 

starting at 95,000 USD. 

  

                                                 

2 Toyota Corolla refilled using a standard petrol pump, Toyota Mirai refilled at currently 

unavailable hydrogen refilling station by transfer of pressurised hydrogen and Nissan Leaf 

recharged at a 50 kW DC fast charger. The cost of petrol was estimated at $2/L, hydrogen at 

$6/kg and electricity at $0.2/kWh for 14,000km/year of driving. Both the Toyota Mirai and 

Nissan Leaf running costs exclude fuel excise charges as is the current law. However, both 

would still have a lower fuel cost than the Toyota Corolla if the excise costs of $700 are levied 

in the future. The fuel costs are subject to variation, but show that in general significant running 

cost reductions are possible. 

Full Range  

(km)

Energy Input        

in 5 min (kWh)

Range Added       

in 5 min (km)

Efficiency 

(km/kWh)

Fuel Cost 

($NZD/year)

Price        

($ USD)

Toyota Corolla      

(ICE)
676 470 676 1.4 2,100 18,500      

Toyota Mirai      

(HFC)
502 167 502 3.0 800 57,500      

Nissan Leaf       

(BEV)
172 4 23 5.7 500 30,680      
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4.  Long Distance Travel 

For a BEV to be recharged at the same energy transfer rates as an ICE vehicle, the charger 

would need to deliver 5.7 MW, which is 40 times faster than the 145 kW Tesla “Superchargers” 

(the fastest car chargers currently available [6]). However, the more logical metric to consider 

is how quickly range can be added to a BEV, since BEVs are more efficient. For this metric to 

match an ICE vehicle, the charger would need to produce 1.5 MW, which is still 10 times faster 

than anything available today. Increasing the rate at which Li-ion car batteries can be charged 

presents significant engineering challenges in equipment design and distribution network 

capacity. Safe use of the chargers must also be considered, as they will be operated by untrained 

users. Rate of transfer of energy to BEVs therefore remains an impediment to them being a 

complete replacement for ICE vehicles. 

BEVs being a functional replacement is attractive from a market acceptance point of view, 

especially given that BEVs are currently more expensive. However, to achieve a transition 

away from fossil fuels may require some trade-offs, and higher carbon price in the future may 

bring the total cost of ownership of ICE vehicles and BEVs close. To deal with longer 

charge/refill times may require a shift in mind set of travellers and more infrastructure, such as 

sharing of driving, regular rest stops equipped with rapid chargers, and rapid chargers at 

restaurants and accommodation.  However, it is also important to note that BEVs have the 

advantage of being able to be charged without the driver present. Hence while charging the 

driver if free to undertake other tasks (shopping, resting, working, and importantly, sleeping.) 

Whilst ICE vehicles are a useful performance benchmark, it is worth considering whether 

electric vehicles need to match the energy storage and refilling metrics of ICE vehicles. While 

a Toyota Corolla can be driven for 676 km and refilled within 5 minutes, it is unlikely and 

potentially unsafe to do so. For instance, professional drivers in New Zealand must stop for 30 

minutes at least every 5.5 hours, for the purpose of safe driving practices as described in the 

New Zealand Transport Agency’s Your Safe Driving Policy [26]. To demonstrate how each of 

the previously discussed vehicles copes with long range driving, a case study was performed 

and is summarised in Table 2.  

Table 2: Minimum required stopping time in selected vehicles when driving from Wellington to 

Auckland, a 643 km journey at an average speed of 80 km/h.3  

 

 

  

                                                 

3 Nissan Leaf recharged at a 50 kW DC fast charger and Tesla Model S at a 145 kW Supercharger. 

Minimum stop time required    

to refuel (minutes)

Minimum stop time following safe 

driving practices (minutes)

Toyota Corolla 0 30

Toyota Mirai 5 30

Nissan Leaf 100 100

Tesla Model S P100 12 30
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In a typical ICE vehicle, the driver would not have to stop for fuel, however 8 hours of 

continuous driving is potentially dangerous, according to the New Zealand Transport Agency’s 

“Your Safe Driving Policy” [15]. If the driver followed these safe driving practices, they would 

stop for a 30-minute rest after no more than 5.5 hours of driving. Recharging times may present 

an inconvenience when multiple drivers are willing to swap responsibilities without stopping 

for a break. Under this scenario only the driver of the Nissan Leaf would be forced to stop 

longer than what is considered safe, in order to transfer energy into their vehicle. Both the 

Toyota Mirai and Tesla Model S can refill/recharge in a short period of time that is of little 

significance, assuming a recharging or refuelling station was available at a suitable location. 

4.1 Battery Swapping 

Another way to reduce stoppage time for long distance travelling with BEVs is to swap partially 

or fully discharged batteries for fully charged equivalents. Even though the total range of the 

BEV is still below that added of an ICE and HFC, the time to ‘recharge’ a BEV can be reduced 

to under 5 minutes. Battery swapping has been developed and is currently available to a select 

number of Tesla drivers in California. This service has not proven popular, likely due to the 

free DC fast charging stations being so fast most customers would prefer not to spend money 

for the battery swap [27]. Beyond the low demand for battery swapping, technical challenges 

will also likely impede the wide-scale use of battery swapping. This includes interoperability 

issues between batteries and vehicles from different vehicle manufacturers and models.   

4.2 DC Fast Charging 

DC fast charging stations, typically capable of delivering up to 50 kW charging rates, have 

been installed in New Zealand with the network continuing to expand in the coming years [28]. 

In the near future the DC fast chargers are likely to increase in power output, with a joint 

venture between Ford, BMW, Audi, Porsche and Daimler targeting the installation of 350 kW 

stations [29]. Chargers capable of delivering 350 kW charging will bring down the stop time 

needed to drive for 5.5 hours to under 15 minutes. Whether 350 kW charging becomes 

commonplace is yet to be seen, as a number of issues must be overcome such as distribution 

system sizing to enable such a large connection, or connections if multiple super chargers are 

located at one place. Very high charging rates will put pressure on both the energy delivery 

system, namely transformers, charging cable and possibly the grid as a whole. From a vehicle 

perspective, significant improvements in battery pack design will be required to allow batteries 

to charge at this rate safely, both on the short and long term. High speed charging can cause 

degradation by lithium plating, leading to irreversible capacity loss [30]. 

5.  Electric Vehicles and Battery Costs 

As BEVs are cheaper to run, can be charged at home, and do not emit harmful gases [2], they 

can be sold at a premium over ICE vehicles. Currently the price of BEVs is significantly greater 

than that of ICE vehicles, limiting uptake [31]. In order to increase the number of people willing 

to purchase electric vehicles, the upfront cost must be reduced.  The component with the largest 

scope for price reductions is the battery, with improvements in the short term most likely to 

come from achieving mass production, with newer higher energy density batteries yielding 

further improvements in the future. The sales of BEVs are increasing year on year as the price 

of batteries decreases, and is expected to continue with large factories planned by automakers 

and battery manufacturers alike [32].   
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6.  Hydrogen Refuelling Infrastructure  

Currently 80-85% of hydrogen is produced by Steam Methane Reforming (SMR) of Natural 

gas [33], with a thermal efficiency of 67% and emissions of 13.7 kg of CO2 per kg of hydrogen, 

thus it is not a renewable source of hydrogen. If hydrogen produced from SMR was used to 

power a Toyota Mirai, the car would be responsible for 153 gCO2/km of emissions, slightly 

higher than the 152 gCO2/km of emissions from a 1.8 L ICE Toyota Corolla [34]. For HFC to 

reduce the emissions of Greenhouse Gases, the Hydrogen must be made in a more sustainable 

way. In New Zealand over 80% of our electricity is produced from renewable sources, thus 

electrolysis may be used to produce hydrogen sustainably.  

Electrolysis of water refers to the splitting of water (H2O), into hydrogen gas (H2) and oxygen 

gas (O2) through the use of electricity. The electrolysis process is essentially the reverse of the 

reaction that occurs in a fuel cell in a HFC, where hydrogen is converted in the presence of 

oxygen to produce water and electricity. Common commercial electrolysers have an average 

efficiency of 73%, with electrolyte quality, temperature, pressure and other factors influencing 

the overall efficiency [35]. Once this hydrogen is produced it must be compressed to 800 bar 

so that it can be subsequently used to refill the 700 bar storage tanks in HFC. With current 

technology compression will consume approximately 20% of the energy stored within the 

hydrogen, due to the high adiabatic coefficient and initial specific volume of hydrogen [36]. 

This hydrogen must then be converted into electricity at the previously stated efficiency of 

around 50%. Consequently, if 1 MWh of electricity was used to produce hydrogen for an HFC 

vehicle, only 0.29 MWh would be converted into usable electricity, Figure 3 represents this. 

 

Figure 3: Energy losses at key steps of powering vehicles through the production and storage of 

hydrogen. 

In the case of electric vehicles, electricity from the grid is used to charge a battery which is 

then discharged to power an electric motor. When compared to hydrogen, the round trip 

efficiency of a battery is significantly greater at up to 90% [37], thus three times less energy 

would need to be drawn from the grid to attain the same energy supply to the electric motors.  

In addition to the loss of energy that would be present when producing hydrogen for use in 

vehicles, the capital cost associated with producing the infrastructure necessary to service the 

vehicles would be significant, given that there is currently no infrastructure. Where the 

hydrogen is produced has a significant bearing on what future infrastructure would be required. 

In order to produce hydrogen from electricity cheaply, large centralised production plants 

would be required [38]. The downside to this is that the hydrogen produced must then be 

transported to refuelling stations.  
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Transportation of the hydrogen would through pipelines in the same manner natural gas is 

distributed currently presents challenges. Hydrogen gas is an explosion hazard and due to its 

smaller atomic size it diffuses through and causes embrittlement of steel, requiring more 

expensive piping or frequent maintenance and higher energy losses due to compression. This 

further reduces the system level efficiency and increases costs [39].  

The lifetime GHG emissions of BEV’s in Europe is significantly below that of ICE vehicles. 

BEV’s release more GHG emissions during manufacturing due to the large batteries, however 

lower emissions during use are more significant, despite electricity grid emissions of 500 

gCO2/kWh [40]. In New Zealand, the emissions saved would be significantly higher due to a 

larger market share for renewables [41]. HFC’s emit more GHG over a life cycle than BEV’s 

if the hydrogen is sourced from natural gas reforming, the same is true for electrolysis due to 

the lower system efficiency outlined in Figure 3 [42].  

7. Discussion and Conclusions 

The market for vehicles powered by alternative energy sources is growing world-wide, likely 

due to increased environmental awareness, Government subsidies (see [43] for a discussion of 

Government subsidies), reduced costs (albeit still higher than ICE equivalents) and wider 

availability of products world-wide. While a vehicle can be powered in many ways, only two 

alternative fuel sources have made it to production: BEV and HFC vehicles. BEVs have lower 

stored energy density than both HFC and ICE vehicles and although they are more efficient, 

the range and refilling rates are significantly lower. Despite these downsides, BEV sales are 

increasing, primarily due to Government subsidies and a burgeoning second-hand market, but 

also due to the lower running costs [43].  

The adoption of BEVs is expected to continue to accelerate with price reductions and 

improvements in energy density of batteries. However, to achieve equivalence as a complete 

replacement for ICE vehicles, the range and charging time must be resolved. Energy storage 

and recharging rates that are equivalent in range to ICE vehicles appears to be unfeasible for 

BEVs in the near term. Using large inter-changeable battery packs could combat this, however 

standardization across manufacturers would be required to enable compatibility [44].  

The Tesla P100D proves that it is possible to produce BEVs capable of travelling long distances 

with short stop times. This currently comes at a large cost, but advances in battery technology 

and increased manufacturing scale will reduce this. Unlike BEVs, mass adoption of HFC 

vehicles is unlikely due to the high cost and low efficiency of the system, coupled with the 

need for significant development of new infrastructure.  
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